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Report on the thesis of Jan Lamač:
Adaptive methods for singularly perturbed partial

differential equations

In his thesis Jan Lamač considers singularly perturbed convection-diffusion problems
on polygonal domains and stabilised methods for solving them numerically. The title
itself might be a bit misleading as in literature the term adaptive method stands
usually for a method adapting the mesh/the stabilisation parameter/. . . iteratively
during its run. Here a method is presented that is modified or adapted according to
the given problem in advance.
The thesis starts with a short introduction and some historical remarks on the
problem and stabilisation methods. The main part of the thesis consists of three
chapters: Chapter 1 deals with asymptotic expansions, Chapter 2 with stabilisation
methods and the main Chapter 3 contains the new method.

While the presentation of asymptotic expansions in 1d given in Chapter 1 is nice
from an introductory point of view, it is not completely clear why it is done in such
a detail. Most of the results are known from literature and new contributions of Mr.
Lamač are not denoted explicitly in the text. He gives a complete proof of Theo-
rem 1.2.1 with the intention of presenting more details than the literature reference
RST08. But almost all the steps are also given in RST08 distributed over several
lemmas. Moreover, RST08 is also not the first or most extensive literature on this
topic. This is actually a more general point of criticism on the thesis: often not
enough literature citations are given. For instance in introducing S-decompositions
no reference to the works of G. Shishkin (hence S -decomposition) or T. Linß are
given.
The second part of Chapter 1 deals with asymptotic expansions for 2d-problems.
Again I’m missing references to e.g. the works of Han and Kellogg, and Kellogg and
Stynes on solution decompositions on the rectangle done with asymptotic expan-
sions. The results on polygonal domains given here are interesting and show Mr.
Lamač’s skills in dealing with very technical details. Sometimes more figures would
be more helpful for the reader. Again, it is not clear whether the results are new
or improvements over existing ones in literature. What would be interesting to see
is a comparison of the general result for inner angles of the form π/m here with
known ones in literature, like on the rectangle (m = 2). Nevertheless, the numerical
results reflect nicely the theoretical results for triangular domains and asymptotic
expansions of lowest order.
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Chapter 2 of Jan Lamač’s thesis is devoted to stabilisation techniques and upwin-
ding. The 1d results are pretty much standard results for finite differences, but he
demonstrates several modifications and approaches. What I’m missing here (again)
are references to works in literature. He demonstrates for instance several ways to
derive the famous Il’in-Allen-Southwell scheme, but does mention the paper by Roos
on 10 ways to construct the scheme just in passing at the end of the section.
The second part is devoted to re-investigate the proof of uniform convergence of
Il’in’s scheme with the motivation of deriving known error constants. This part of
the thesis shows again Mr. Lamarč’s ability to work thoroughly on very technical
details – and also shows, why in the literature the constants are often condensed
into a generic one. The proofs are very detailed but the conclusions are not always
sharp. On page 48 it is written that the constant Cz goes to infinity if β goes to b(1).
But looking at the factor Czh2 in the result we see, that for β → b(1) the parameter
h → 0 and finally Czh2 → 0. Thus this case should not be a problem. I’m also not
sure what is meant by “stability of the method is lost” if “α = β” in Remark 2.2.1,
as the mentioned constants are artificial and the method does not depend on them.
Moreover, the initial goal is not quite reached as the final constant still depends on
two unknown constants CS and CE from the S-decomposition in Lemma 1.2.1.

In the final and main Chapter the actual new concepts and modifications to the
SUPG-method are described. Some of it follows the article of Jan Lamač in the
BAIL2015 proceedings (which could have been mentioned in the introduction). Here
a clever combination of modifying the stabilisation term and adapting the underly-
ing mesh gives rise to several methods of SUPG-type. The derivations and proofs
are thorough and additional figures showing the setting and geometric observations
would have been nice.
The modification of the SUPG-method lies in replacing in the test-functions b · ∇φ
the streamline direction b by a mesh-dependent direction and aligning the mesh
well with the approximate streamlines. In doing so, it is proved that the method
satisfies the discrete maximum principle and therefore the solutions do not have
spurious oscillations, an unfortunate feature the solutions of the standard SUPG-
method have. The properties on the mesh are discussed in detail in 2d, but do not
restrict to this case as also demonstrated for the 3d case. Section 3.5 deals with the
convergence analyses, first of the standard SUPG-method and second of the new
method. Both methods have their associated, but related norms. The results are
not easily compared, but Figure 3.4 shows nicely the expected convergence rates
for both methods and (in case of the new method) for divb = 0 and divb < 0. In
the asymptotic regime h ≤ ε all methods give the same convergence orders, but in
the pre-asymptotic regime they are different with SUPG having the highest order.
But the new method fulfils the discrete maximum principle and has therefore no
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oscillations in the computationally important case h > ε. In Section 3.6 further
modifications are discussed in order to improve the pointwise convergence similarly
to the 1d Il’in-Allen-Southwell scheme. The modifications consist of adding further
terms to the modified SUPG-bilinear form and choose their parameters suitably.
This is done very similarly to the Tailored Finite Point Method by Houde Han, that
could have been cited here. As a result a choice for these parameters can be found,
such that the resulting method is (in the constant data case) uniformly convergent in
the grid-nodes, fulfils the discrete maximum principle and even allows obtuse inner
angles in the mesh.
The final analytical section describes possible extensions to higher order finite ele-
ments, where the modification of the standard SUPG can be done in a similar way
to the linear element case, but with several more difficulties. There are some open
problem in proving stability and convergence in this case. Nevertheless, numerical
results from the final section confirm higher order convergence and show no oscilla-
tions in the mesh-nodes—but between the nodes. So the method does not fulfil the
maximum principle.
The other examples from the numerical section show for several examples no oscilla-
tions along outflow and inner layers, supporting the theoretical results. Furthermore,
computed convergence rates are in accordance with the theory.

Despite above points of criticism on parts of the thesis, Jan Lamač shows in his work
a creative and thorough thinking, that is needed in the mathematical sciences. The
technical aspects of his work are demanding but his treatise could be followed nicely.
The modifications to the classical SUPG-method are new and provide a numerical
method with properties long searched for. I therefore support to award Jan Lamač
the doctorate.

Sincerely,

PD Dr. rer. nat. Sebastian Franz
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